
Our new Acacia Collection™ of training and café 
tables pair any table top with a wide selection 
of base options. Featuring high or low pressure 
laminates with matching edges, as well as 
electric options, the Acacia Collection™ allows 
training, conferencing, and dining spaces to flow 
perfectly without sacrificing the overall look of 
the environment.

THE ACACIA COLLECTION™
Müm™ is a collection of “touchdown” or “perch” 
seating created from a modular set of 
components. Using one standard top section, 
customers can choose from alternative bottoms 
to fit their needs. The Rock and Roll executions 
of Müm™ are designed to enable movement 
while seated, though Müm™ is lightweight and 
very easy to relocate. 

MÜM™

PORTABLE DANCE FLOOR
Our EventXpress™ Portable Dance 
Floor is available in traditional 12” x 
12” tile vinyl or wood parquet, 
Seamless vinyl and NEW high-gloss 
Acrylic finish. Both Set-Screw and 
Cam-Lock Fastening are available!

LECTERNS
All of our lecterns are American 
originals, handcrafted with the finest 
materials and classic designs. These 
finely made lecterns are certain to 
add style and sophistication to your 
meeting venue.

Effective transport and storage of 
portable furniture is vital for 
hassle-free facility operations. Our 
table, chair and dance floor 
transport carts won’t disappoint!

TRANSPORT SOLUTIONS
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WALS™ are high-quality, portable, lightweight, 
acoustical panels that can be easily 
positioned to create private areas within a 
larger open concept space. WALS™ not only 
provide visual privacy but also help control 
noisy environments through the use of our 
patented Revolution® core technology. WALS™ 
are made of a proprietary lightweight 
composite core wrapped in layers of acoustic 
materials. This carefully studied "sandwich" of 
materials provides optimal acoustic damping 
in a panel that is remarkably thin. WALS™ are 
strong and stiff but incredibly light and easy 
to roll in and out of any space.

Reflect™ tables allow for easy 
room transitions with any set-up or 
configuration using their 
reinforced flip-top nesting frame 
that saves space when flipped & 
nested away for storage.

REVOLUTION® TRAINING TABLESREFLECT™ TRAINING TABLES
Our patented tabletop technology 
offers lightweight durability and is 
offered in many leg options; 
positive-locking folding legs and 
flip-top legs for convenient nesting.

REVOLUTION® CAFE TABLES
Revolution® Café Tables weigh 1/2 
of the competition and store unlike 
any other reception table – 20 
tables store in only 10 square feet!

Snap™ is designed to eliminate 
the physical and mental toll 
meetings take on employees by 
fostering quick, focused, 
productive sessions.

SNAP™ PORTABLE TABLES LIGHTWEIGHT PLASTIC TABLES
POLYlite® tables combine rugged 
product design with value pricing 
for exceptional long-term value. 
Choose from banquet, round, 
training or utility sizes in fixed or 
adjustable heights. 

PC400 SERIES STOOLS/CHAIRS
PC400 Series stack perfectly and 
incredibly compact. They are offered 
in different combinations of black 
poly or black mesh seat and back 
options. The attractive mesh design 
boasts stylish, durable comfort. 

WALS™/ WALS-X™

PC500/501 chairs are designed for 
convenient portability and compact 
storage. As the name implies, 
PremierComfort® chairs are also 
made for long term seated comfort.

PC500 SLED STACKING CHAIRS

LAMINATE TABLES
Our laminate tables can be easily 
moved, stacked and stored. We offer 
three leg options including Classic 
Series (Wishbone Leg), Conference 
Series (Designer Leg) and 600 Series 
(Square Leg).

This sophisticated banquet table 
features 90° square corners, rugged 
yet finished C-Channel aluminum 
edge and self-locking 1.5” diameter 
square folding leg.

600 SERIES PLYWOOD TABLES

ZÜMER™
The Zümer™ chair offers a unique 
nesting feature for quick and easy 
storage. Smooth, gliding casters 
move this chair around a room 
with ease while stacking up to 5 
chairs high.

The perfect choice for any formal 
occasion and manufactured with a 
proprietary 2-part molding 
process. They are lighter, brighter 
& whiter than the competition.

CLASSIC EVENT CHAIRS

DESIGNED BY

MADE BY MAXX-IC™ CAFE TABLES
MAXX Edge® combined with our 
patented Internal Connector (IC) 
create the perfect economical 
choice for cafe tables.
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